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In the �6 years since the Cassini spacecraft went into orbit around Saturn in 2004, roughly a dozen Titan
flybys have occurred for which the Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS) measured that moon’s iono-
spheric density and composition. For these, and for the majority of the �60 close flybys probing to alti-
tudes down to �950 km, Langmuir Probe electron densities were also obtained. These were all
complemented by Cassini magnetometer observations of the magnetic fields affected by the Titan plasma
interaction. Titan’s ionosphere was expected to differ from those of other unmagnetized planetary bodies
because of significant contributions from particle impact due to its magnetospheric environment. How-
ever, previous analyses of these data clearly showed the dominance of the solar photon source, with the
possible exception of the nightside. This paper describes the collected ionospheric data obtained in the
period between Cassini’s Saturn Orbit Insertion in 2004 and 2009, and examines some of their basic char-
acteristics with the goal of searching for magnetospheric influences. These influences might include
effects on the altitude profiles of impact ionization by magnetospheric particles at the Titan orbit loca-
tion, or by locally produced pickup ions freshly created in Titan’s upper atmosphere. The effects of forces
on the ionosphere associated with both the draped and penetrating external magnetic fields might also
be discernable. A number of challenges arise in such investigations given both the observed order of mag-
nitude variations in the magnetospheric particle sources and the unsteadiness of the magnetospheric
magnetic field and plasma flows at Titan’s (�20Rs (Saturn Radius)) orbit. Transterminator flow of iono-
spheric plasma from the dayside may also supply some of the nightside ionosphere, complicating deter-
mination of the magnetospheric contribution. Moreover, we are limited by the sparse sampling of the
ionosphere during the mission as the Titan interaction also depends on Saturn Local Time as well as pos-
sible intrinsic asymmetries and variations of Titan’s neutral atmosphere. We use organizations of the data
by key coordinate systems of the plasma interaction with Titan’s ionosphere to help interpret the obser-
vations. The present analysis does not find clear characteristics of the magnetosphere’s role in defining
Titan’s ionosphere. The observations confirm the presence of an ionosphere produced mainly by sunlight,
and an absence of expected ionospheric field signatures in the data. Further investigation of the latter, in
particular, may benefit from numerical experiments on the inner boundary conditions of 3D models
including the plasma interaction and features such as neutral winds.
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hmann).
1. Introduction

In the hierarchy of plasma interactions, Saturn’s satellite Titan
has traditionally been considered a counterpart to Venus and Mars
(e.g. Ma et al., 2008 and references therein); however its location
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distinguishes it from these other examples of unmagnetized plan-
etary bodies. Cassini flybys of Titan present the opportunity to
investigate the (ionospheric) consequences of immersion in a mag-
netospheric environment. The latter defines the external magnetic
field conditions unique to this satellite’s orbital location at 20Rs
(Rs = Saturn radii), as well as the (subsonic) incident corotating
plasma and energetic trapped particle populations. These can af-
fect the ionospheric production, dynamics and spatial distribution.
Motivations for such studies also include other aspects of compar-
ative planetology, including atmosphere escape and evolution
scenarios. In this paper we consider possible evidence of magneto-
spheric effects on and in Titan’s ionosphere, focusing on 12 close
flybys for which in situ ion measurements were obtained by the
Cassini Ion Neutral Mass Spectrometer, INMS (Waite et al., 2004),
but also considering the larger set of complementary Radio and
Plasma Wave Spectrometer (RPWS), Langmuir Probe (LP) electron
densities (Gurnett et al., 2004; Wahlund et al., 2005) and magnetic
field observations from Cassini’s magnetometer (Dougherty et al.,
2004). The magnetometer data provide contextual information
regarding any organization of the ionospheric properties by mag-
netic fields of either Saturn or Titan origin.

Unlike its unmagnetized planetary counterparts, Titan’s up-
stream face defined by the magnetosphere’s roughly corotating
plasma flow is not usually coincident with the dayside hemisphere.
As Titan orbits Saturn, the oncoming flow may encounter every
combination from the full dayside or nightside ionosphere to par-
tially lit plasma ram faces on either the Saturn-facing side of Titan
or the anti-Saturn side (e.g. see Fig. 6 of Waite et al., 2004). Plasma
interaction consequences of this separation of controlling coordi-
nate systems were expected, but their relative importance was un-
clear after the single Voyager flyby. Venus-like draped external
fields in the flow wake sampled at �2.5 Titan radii downstream
during the Voyager flyby (e.g. Hartle et al., 1982; Kivelson and
Russell, 1983), and similar Cassini observations (e.g. Neubauer
et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2006) suggested that Titan produces an in-
duced magnetosphere with an effective conducting obstacle to
the surrounding plasma and field of roughly the size of the Titan’s
cross section. However, Titan’s close-in interaction found by Cas-
sini, including the ionosphere, has not been as straightforward to
understand.

At Venus, where the solar wind plasma ram always coincides
with the subsolar point, the ionosphere, at least at solar maximum,
has sufficiently high internal pressure to deflect most of the exter-
nal plasma and its frozen-in interplanetary field around an iono-
pause – a pressure balance boundary between the ionosphere
and solar wind. Under these conditions the plasma interaction
can be well-approximated by MHD simulations of supermagneto-
sonic solar wind flow against a conducting sphere (e.g. Kallio
et al., 1998). Transterminator flows driven by day-to-night thermal
pressure gradients in the ionosphere supply a significant nightside
ionosphere. The small atmospheric scale height at Venus ensures
that solar wind mass-loading effects from planetary ion production
and pickup are generally confined to the vicinity of the dayside
obstacle boundary. But sometimes the Venus interaction takes on
a different character, exhibiting ionospheric magnetization by the
draped interplanetary field of the magnetosheath and an apparent
cutoff of the transterminator flow source (e.g. Luhmann and
Cravens, 1991). Prior to Cassini, several ionospheric models based
largely on the expected photochemistry existed (Ip, 1990; Keller
et al., 1992; Fox and Yelle, 1997; Galand et al., 1999; Cravens
et al., 2004). The close-in Titan plasma interaction was expected
to be most similar to Venus conditions for high solar wind dynamic
pressure relative to the ionospheric pressure, with some absorp-
tion of the incident magnetospheric plasma together with iono-
spheric penetration by the magnetospheric field (e.g. Keller et al.,
1994). The consequences of the magnetospheric particle impacts,
compared to the distant Sun’s effects, were a matter of speculation
based on the Voyager observations far from Titan’s ionosphere.
Other contributing particle sources, including the corotating ions,
newly created Titan pickup ions, and the energetic magnetospheric
ions (and neutrals) that create the observed storm-like Titan ENA
emissions via charge exchange (Mitchell et al., 2005) have been
described by various models (e.g. Garnier et al., 2007; Ledvina
et al., 2005; De La Haye et al., 2007; Tseng et al., 2008; Sillanpaa
et al., 2007; Cravens et al., 2008), but with the exception of ENA
production, not generally verified by observations.

Until Cassini obtained the first in situ electron density measure-
ments with the Langmuir Probe on the first close flyby, TA
(Wahlund et al., 2005; Cravens et al., 2005), the main evidence
for an ionosphere of Titan was from Voyager radio occultation data
(Bird et al., 1997). Cravens et al. (2005) further interpreted the TA
data in terms of a mainly solar source, but with a magnetospheric
electron source for the unilluminated nightside segment of the
pass. Agren et al. (2007) also investigated the nightside ionosphere
production by the observed local magnetospheric electrons, con-
cluding it was a viable source in agreement with Cravens et al.’s
early assessment. Subsequent analysis of a subset of altitude pro-
file by Galand et al. (2010) also suggested a contribution from mag-
netospheric electrons. Direct INMS ion measurements were finally
obtained on the outbound leg of the fifth targeted flyby (T5), con-
firming the expected hydrocarbon ion composition (Cravens et al.,
2006). This first close Titan pass with both INMS-optimized point-
ing and ion data acquisition was also analyzed in some detail by De
La Haye et al. (2008) who, like Cravens et al., modeled the ion com-
position assuming both solar and inferred magnetospheric electron
impact sources.

The continuing series of targeted close flybys allowed Agren
et al. (2009) to analyze electron density profiles from the Langmuir
Probe for 17 Titan flybys, solidly establishing that solar photons are
the primary ionosphere source above the minimum approach dis-
tances of �950 km. They moreover noted the presence of signifi-
cant variability of the ionosphere above �1200 km that they
attributed to the plasma interaction, but did not attempt to inter-
pret. By the end of 2009, roughly 60 close (<1200 km altitude, to
950 km) Cassini flybys of Titan had occurred. Of those that featured
spacecraft pointing for INMS measurements, about a dozen
obtained ionospheric data together with the neutral atmosphere
data on at least one leg of the pass.

The body of published work addressing various aspects of the
ionospheric observations has continued to grow, with a recent
broad review provided by Cravens et al. (2009). The INMS total
ion density measurements were found to generally agree with
the Langmuir Probe electron densities except at the lowest alti-
tudes (<1100 km) where densities of mass >99 amu ions (the mass
limit of the INMS) become important, and at the highest altitudes
(>1400 km) where ion flows make accurate measurements prob-
lematic (Cravens et al., 2006; Wahlund et al., 2009; Mandt et al.,
2011). Robertson et al. (2009) examined selected INMS ionospheric
profiles for consistency with solar and magnetospheric electron
production models, while Cui et al. (2009) interpreted eight INMS
passes to suggest that photochemistry-determined lifetimes are
the primary reason for the nighttime profiles’ appearance rather
than a magnetospheric source. The latter viewpoint is based on
the idea that heavy ions at the end of the photochemical chain
can survive deep in the upper atmosphere well after direct solar
exposure has ended. Another study by Cui et al. (2010) uses aver-
aged ionospheric profiles to consider subjects ranging from iono-
spheric force balance including magnetic field effects, to escape
rates estimated from inferred transterminator ion flows. The pres-
ent complementary data analyses further investigate what controls
Titan’s ionosphere. In particular, we examine the ionosphere’s
appearance as seen by INMS during 12 close Titan flybys, together
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with related Langmuir Probe and magnetometer data, for evidence
of organization by, or features associated with, the Saturn plasma
and field interaction.

As previously mentioned, a challenge in obtaining clear indica-
tions of specific magnetospheric effects from so few flybys is the
changing geometry of the plasma interaction, coupled with the
highly variable conditions at 20 Saturn Radii. Only recently have
several authors collected the magnetic field and particle observa-
tions along Titan’s orbit and analyzed them in a way that provides
a better picture of the external conditions that Titan has experi-
enced since Cassini’s arrival (e.g. Wei et al., 2009; Rymer et al.,
2009; Bertucci et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2010; Thomsen et al.,
2010; Garnier et al., 2010). It is important to appreciate that the
proximity of Titan’s orbit to the magnetopause and near-magneto-
tail, as well as an apparently variable outer magnetospheric mag-
netic field (e.g. Wei et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2010), conspire to
make each flyby somewhat unique. The magnetospheric plasma
flows, while roughly in the corotational direction, are sometimes
deflected by magnetospheric dynamics and are generally at sub-
corotation speeds (e.g. Thomsen et al., 2010). In addition, the
behavior of the highly variable energetic particle population (e.g.
Sergis et al., 2007, 2009), which contributes a significant part of
the external pressure and likely energy input to Titan’s atmo-
sphere, is still under investigation (Thomsen et al., 2010). Here
we take the view that some useful information may be gained by
organizing the data using the main coordinate systems expected
to be relevant to the Titan interaction, including the Titan–Sun
orbital system, the corotating flow or plasma ram system, and
the Titan geographic system. We include many figures in order
to simultaneously convey the issues of the sampling biases as well
as the conclusions regarding the orderings we find (and do not
find).
2. The Titan plasma interaction

The basic physics of a plasma interaction with an unmagnetized
planetary body has been described in various reviews (e.g. recently
by Ma et al., 2008 and Ledvina et al., 2008). Including a recent pa-
per focused on Titan (Sittler et al., 2010). The key concept of stag-
nation line pressure balance and transformation starting with the
external pressure incident on the obstacle and ending in the sum
of obstacle internal pressures has been applied numerous times
to understand the basic force balance in such interactions. At
Venus, the simplest induced magnetosphere, the average inter-
planetary magnetic field vector is zero. As a consequence, during
the solar maximum observations by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter, a
relatively simple picture emerged of evolution from incident solar
wind dynamic pressure, to flow and thermal pressure in the
shocked solar wind of the magnetosheath, to interplanetary field
pileup and its magnetic pressure in the magnetic barrier, to iono-
spheric pressure planetward of the inner boundary of the barrier
or ionopause. The ionospheric pressure consists of its thermal plas-
ma pressure sometimes supplemented by ionospheric field pres-
sure when the solar wind pressure forces the ionopause to the
exobase where collisional diffusion of the barrier field sets in
(e.g. Elphic et al., 1981; Luhmann and Cravens, 1991). Most of
the time around solar maximum, the deep atmosphere and interior
of Venus are largely shielded from this external field penetration
by currents generated in the ionopause layer. At Mars the interac-
tion is complicated by both the presence of crustal remanent mag-
netic fields and the smaller scales of the global plasma interaction
regions relative to the solar wind proton gyroradius (e.g. Brecht
et al., 1993). The crustal fields play a role in the pressure balance
that depends on their orientation with respect to the incident solar
wind flow and field (Ma et al., 2007), while the standard fluid
picture of pressure balance is compromised by the magnetosheath
scale and the need to include ion kinetic effects (e.g. Brecht et al.,
2000; Simon et al., 2006; Sillanpaa et al., 2007). Titan has aspects
of both the Venus and Mars plasma interactions, but its magneto-
spheric location and orbit around Saturn introduce many special
aspects as well.

Fig. 1 illustrates Titan’s expected magnetospheric plasma inter-
action as envisioned from results of both observations of unmagne-
tized planetary plasma interactions and global modeling. Note that
although the ambient magnetic field is shown as North–South in
this figure, the observed magnetospheric magnetic field at Titan’s
orbit during the Cassini mission often has a substantial Saturn-
ward component due to the magnetodisk distortions (Arridge
et al., 2008; Wei et al., 2009). Some characteristics that distinguish
the Titan interaction are its submagnetosonic nature, and thus
absence of a bow shock, and the large scale height of Titan’s atmo-
sphere relative to the body radius (e.g. Hartle et al., 2006; Ledvina
et al., 2008). In addition, because the interaction is mainly magne-
tospheric, the external magnetic field has a long-term average ori-
entation. This key difference is expected to produce an Alfven
wing-like feature from Saturn’s fields that have effectively pene-
trated the obstacle and form a part of it, as at Io (e.g. Linker
et al., 1991; Ma et al., 2008). Although statistical observations of
the magnetopause position (Arridge et al., 2006) indicate that
Titan’s orbit should be located outside of Saturn’s magnetopause
about 40% of the time at local noon, there are only a few clear
examples of Cassini flybys occurring in Saturn’s magnetosheath
rather than in its magnetosphere (Bertucci et al., 2008; Rymer
et al., 2009). These special flybys, one of which has been analyzed
in detail and modeled by Ma et al. (2009) and Mueller et al. (2010)
are not included in the INMS profiles in the present study.

At Titan, the same issue of finite incident ion gyroradii as men-
tioned above for Mars applies, but the thick, extended atmosphere
nearly doubles the effective size of the obstacle to the external flow
relative to the solid body. Early MHD simulations of the Titan plas-
ma interaction predicted that the location of a pressure-balance
ionopause at Titan, where external and internal pressures balance,
should involve ion-neutral friction forces (Keller et al., 1994). Such
conclusions follow when the chain of pressure conversions does
not divide itself neatly into internal and external sides above the
exobase, which at Titan is located at �1400 km. In addition, the
significant contribution to the external pressure by the suprather-
mal magnetospheric ion population noted in the introduction
(Sergis et al., 2007, 2009; Thomsen et al., 2010) may compromise
the direct application of the usual plasma interaction concepts.
Nevertheless, selected data comparisons with the global models
of the Titan interaction developed in both the MHD (Neubauer
et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2006, 2008, 2009; Ulusen et al., 2010) and
ion hybrid (Brecht et al., 2000; Simon et al., 2006) limits suggest
at least some of the assumptions and approximations in these
treatments apply to the real system. It is with all these complica-
tions in mind (also see Sittler et al., 2010) that we adopt the simple
picture in Fig. 1 as a framework for our investigations and discus-
sions of potential plasma interaction effects on the ionosphere.

Fig. 1 includes shaded/colored areas of the obstacle that have
been roughly placed where anticipated energy inputs and ionizing
agents are expected to pass through Titan’s exobase for a particular
Saturn Local Time location. In most cases other than the solar pho-
ton input (yellow areas), the details of their spatial and altitude
distributions have yet to be confirmed with observations. Proposed
magnetospheric sources include magnetospheric electrons (green
areas) moving along the magnetospheric field lines that thread
the upper atmosphere (e.g. Gan and Cravens, 1992; Agren et al.,
2007; Galand et al., 2010), a plasma ram face source (red area)
due to the impact of corotating heavy magnetospheric ions that
are not deflected above the exobase (e.g. Michael and Johnson,
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2005; Ledvina et al., 2005; Sillanpaa et al., 2007), a Saturn-face
(longitude dependent) incident Titan pickup ion flux (blue area) re-
lated to the E = �Vplasma � B electric field from the relative motion
of the magnetospheric plasma and field B at Vplasma (e.g. Ledvina
et al., 2005; Tseng et al., 2008), and corotation wake sources (violet
area) from magnetospheric electrons or energetic ions that travel
toward Titan along the draped induced magnetotail fields (Keller
et al., 1992; Cravens et al., 2008, 2009; Smith et al., 2009) or po-
lar-penetrating Alfven wing fields. The magnetospheric and pickup
ion sources should vary with the external conditions including Sat-
urn Local Time and magnetospheric activity levels, but should be
relatively fixed in the external flow-oriented coordinate system
of Fig. 1.

In addition to the 12 close Titan flybys with INMS ion profiles,
parallel analyses of a larger set of �35 flybys from the Langmuir
Probe and magnetometer provide greater context. The three
Titan-centered coordinate systems that provide the framework
are: Titan Ionospheric Interaction System (TIIS) where the +x axis
is defined by the ideal corotation direction; Titan Solar Orbital
(TSO) system where the Titan–Sun line is the +x axis; and the Titan
geographic system where latitude is measured from Titan’s rota-
tion axis and longitude is measured from the Titan meridian facing
Saturn. The presence of distinctive features in the collected data for
any of these systems, regardless of whether it agrees with our
illustration, could be considered a potential detection of a magne-
tospheric effect.
3. Titan ionosphere in situ observations

Fig. 2 summarizes the flyby geometries for the 12 INMS ion
passes analyzed here, which include T5, T17, T18, T26, T36, T39,
T40, T48, T50, T51, T57 and T59, where the T# designation identi-
fies the targeted Cassini orbiter Titan flybys. Most of the targeted
flybys were either too far from Titan to obtain good ionospheric
measurements, or the instruments chosen to control the spacecraft
did not include INMS, which must be nearly spacecraft velocity
ram-pointed for accurate ion measurements near closest approach,
or the ion mode of INMS was not used (see Mandt et al., 2011 for
details). In this study we restrict our analysis to INMS measure-
ments below �1400 km where the pointing and ion sampling
conditions are both optimal. Above this altitude, off-pointing and
intrinsic ion velocities comparable to the spacecraft velocity com-
promise the measurements. In addition, the INMS ion densities
shown have been multiplied by a factor of three to account for cal-
ibration corrections (see Waite et al., 2011 for a detailed
discussion).

The flybys in Fig. 2 are plotted in TIIS coordinates which we
refer to as the corotation ram system, even though the plasma mo-
tion at the orbit of Titan is not strictly along the corotation direc-
tion as previously mentioned. The TIIS and Titan geographic
systems are best for identifying magnetospheric influences, while
the TSO system is best for solar-controlled features. Solar zenith
angle (SZA = acos(Xtso/R)) is typically used for the latter, and an
analogous corotation ram zenith angle (RZA = acos(�Xtiis/R)) for
the former. The use of SZA and RZA to organize the observations
implies some degree of symmetry around the solar and incident
flow axes, respectively. Also implicit in the above discussion is
the assumption that the neutral upper atmosphere provides a con-
stant background, which is not strictly the case (e.g. De La Haye
et al., 2007; Mueller-Wodarg et al., 2008; Westlake et al., 2011).
In addition to potential nonuniform effects of the magnetospheric
interaction on the underlying atmosphere e.g. at the Titan poles or
where the pickup ions impact (e.g. Sillanpaa et al., 2007), Saturn
gravity-produced tides and rotation pole features can introduce
geographic dependence. Thus the inclusion of geographic coordi-
nates in the present analysis is warranted as well.

Sparse sampling of the interaction system during the 12 flybys
with INMS ion data (Fig. 2a–c), makes the interpretation of the ion
measurements in terms of the variable source contributions in
Fig. 1 extremely challenging. For altitudes from the closest ap-
proaches of �950–1050 km up to 1400 km, the distribution of
sampling in both solar and ram zenith angles is shown in
Fig. 3a–c. Most of the ionospheric sampling for these passes is in
the flow terminator/flanks around corotation ram zenith angles
of 90� (see Fig. 3c). The subsolar, sub-corotation ram ionosphere
(small SZA and RZA), and the antisolar, ram wake ionosphere (large
SZA and RZA) are poorly sampled by these flybys. Fig. 4a–c shows
analogous plots but for Titan geographic coverage. Titan colati-
tudes are measured from the TIIS + Z axis, and longitude from the
TIIS + Y axis (which points toward the center of Saturn). The 12
INMS flybys sample the geographic coordinates in a widely
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distributed manner. Finally, Fig. 5 shows the Saturn Local Time dis-
tribution of these flybys, with four SLT quadrants indicated. While
a few INMS ion passes are located near the edges of the sector cen-
tered at midnight, most are within the quadrant centered at noon
(Group 1). No INMS ion passes were obtained in the dusk quadrant
for the period analyzed.

The Cassini Langmuir Probe (Wahlund et al., 2005) does not re-
quire specific spacecraft pointing, and therefore obtains a more
comprehensive sampling of the Titan ionosphere around most
close flybys to higher altitudes than the INMS. As mentioned ear-
lier, a number of detailed studies of the Langmuir Probe (LP) elec-
tron densities have already been reported. However these do not
provide ion composition information and also do not always in-
clude magnetic field analysis. Some features of the ionospheric
magnetic field observations are described by Wei et al. (2010b).
These include significant variability in field strength and orienta-
tion including some structures that resemble large flux ropes. Like
the LP data, the magnetometer measurements are generally avail-
able throughout the Cassini mission (see Dougherty et al., 2004).

Fig. 6a and b gives an overview of the altitude profiles of the
INMS total ion densities from the 12 selected flybys. Colors distin-
guish inbound (black) from outbound (red) data. For a few of these
passes only one leg of data was acquired. In viewing these it is
important to remember that the observations are not strictly alti-
tude profiles but represent horizontal traversals of a non-spheri-
cally symmetric ionosphere (see Figs. 2–4). As noted earlier, by
restricting our study of the INMS data to <1400 km altitudes we
avoid measurements that may be compromised by significant ion
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flow velocities relative to the spacecraft, or off-spacecraft ram
pointing of the instrument upon entry or egress (see Mandt
et al., 2011 for details). The corresponding RPWS Langmuir Probe
electron densities (green and cyan points) are shown for compari-
son. These generally agree with the INMS ion profiles above
�1100 km but then depart from them at lower altitudes where
>99 amu ions above the INMS mass range significantly contribute
(Wahlund et al., 2009). This agreement adds confidence to both
measurements in their middle altitude ranges. A variety of profile
appearances is seen, from photochemical or Chapman-layer-like to
flattened (e.g. see Cui et al., 2009 for a discussion of the various
profile types). Note that the classic Chapman-like profile descrip-
tion does not strictly apply to Titan because its large scale height
allows significant solar photoproduction well beyond the termina-
tor (to SZAs � 110�). The goal here is to see if these data show orga-
nization by considering both the solar and magnetospheric plasma
corotation directions, and/or the Titan geographic location.

Another consideration in interpreting the ionospheric profiles is
the possible diamagnetic effect of the ionospheric magnetic field. At
Venus, the observed ionospheric magnetic and thermal plasma
pressures were sometimes comparable, especially under high solar
wind pressure conditions. The result is occasional ionospheric
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density structure due to pressure balance with the local magnetic
field structures, which might be small scale flux ropes or a subsolar
belt of penetrated magnetosheath field (e.g. Luhmann and Cravens,
1991). The importance of the ionospheric magnetic pressures in
Titan’s ionosphere has been estimated by several authors using var-
ious assumptions (see Cravens et al., 2010; Cui et al., 2010; Ulusen
et al., 2010). However, a visual comparison between the iono-
spheric density observations in Fig. 6a and b and the corresponding
magnetic field magnitude profiles in Fig. 7a and b suggests no obvi-
ous relationship between the structure of the measured fields and
that in the ionospheric profiles. Here we make no presumptions
based on previous analyses of more restricted data sets and simply
analyze the magnetic field observations using the same coordinate
systems and displays as used for the ionospheric density analyses.

3.1. Large-scale perspective of ionospheric plasma measurements

Fig. 8a and b shows all of the INMS ion measurements from
Fig. 6a and b color coded by total density and plotted vs. solar
and ram zenith angles in the manner of the trajectory displays in
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Fig. 3a and b. Fig. 8c displays these same data in SZA vs. ram zenith
angle only. The solar zenith angle plot in Fig. 8a clearly shows the
previously found strong solar control of the total ion density distri-
bution up to 1400 km altitude. Significant ion densities occur be-
yond the terminator (SZA = 90�) but they are weaker by at least
30%. It is notable that the data with the largest peak densities are
also mostly in the corotation wake (e.g. at large ram zenith angles,
see Fig. 8b). This raises the possibility that the ionospheric profile
may be affected by both direct sunlight and/or by particle precip-
itation concentrated in the wake at energies such that its ion
production peaks at about the same height as the photoionization
peak (�1200 km at the solar zenith angles sampled (Fig. 3a)). How-
ever, only the presence of the solar source is unambiguous. Plotting
the results as a function of both zenith angles (solar and ram) in
Fig. 8c reinforces the organizing dominance of SZA. In addition,
the ionosphere modeling by Cravens et al. (2005), De La Haye
et al. (2008), Robertson et al. (2009) and Cui et al. (2009) using
the Titan neutral atmosphere observed by INMS and the solar
source assumption confirms that most of the ionization observed
on the dayside flybys is produced by solar EUV. From this point
on we focus on the seven INMS passes in the noon SLT quadrant
(see Fig. 5) in order to eliminate possible ambiguities in interpreta-
tion caused by the different (and possibly more variable) external
conditions in the midnight sector magnetosphere (e.g. see McAn-
drews et al., 2009).

Complementary Langmuir Probe data for the noon SLT sector
are shown in Fig. 9a–c up to the higher altitudes of 2400 km. As
a check, we compared midnight sector Langmuir Probe results to
the noon sector results and found only modest differences in gen-
eral characteristics for most passes. These data include most of the
INMS flybys plus an additional �20 passes. The LP electron densi-
ties are color coded using the same scale as the INMS results in
Fig. 8a–c. Here the contributions of additional electron density
related to heavy ions with mass greater than the INMS limit of
99 amu can be seen at the lowest altitudes. However the general
behavior of the densities, including the relatively sharp drop near
the terminator, is the same as for the analogous INMS ion data
plots in Fig. 8a–c. There are a few passes where the maximum den-
sity color (red) appears along a limited part of the trajectory on the
nightside, but these are the exception rather than the rule. The
complimentary LP sampling in SZA and corotation ram angle, seen
by comparing Figs. 8c and 9c, suggests this larger Titan flyby data
set is still biased toward the corotation ram system flanks.

The Titan geographic counterparts to Figs. 8 and 9a–c are shown
in Figs. 10 and 11a–c. When considered together with the corre-
sponding LP plots in Fig. 11a and b one could argue for a high den-
sity bias toward the southern and anti-Saturn hemispheres
respectively. It is worth noting that the known departure of the
Saturn field from ideally southward at Titan’s orbit could move
the site of expected energy deposition by the incident ions of either
external magnetosphere or atmospheric origin (e.g. Sillanpaa et al.,
2007). But there is the caveat that apparent organizations can
occur when there are coupled coordinate systems. These biases
could be produced simply by the near-coincidence of the dayside
and anti-Saturn hemispheres (longitudes <�90� or >90�) in the
noon SLT quadrant where the flybys are concentrated. Thus any
geographic effect is easily masked by the strong solar control of
the ionosphere densities unless it is competitive in a region not
dominated by that source. Figs. 10c and 11c suggest that the
observed high densities are detected over a broad range of the
sampled latitudes and longitudes, but that as usual the sampling
is patchy. Nevertheless these results may inspire some revised
modeling of ionospheric production and ion energy deposition
with more accurate external field orientations.

The issue of the nightside ionosphere character and inferred
source(s) is best considered by examining the ion composition
measured on INMS (e.g. Cravens et al., 2009a, 2009b; Cui et al.,
2009). Figs. 12a–d and 13a–d show four selected ion species (e.g.
masses (a) 17, (b) 28, (c) 29, and (d) 79 amu) plotted vs. solar ze-
nith angle and ram zenith angle like the total densities in Fig. 8a
and b but again focusing on the noon quadrant flybys. These ions,
nominally identified as CHþ5 , C2Hþ5 , HCNH+, and C6Hþ7 , represent
both short and long-lived species, with the heavier ions generally
having the longer lifetimes (e.g. Cui et al., 2009). One feature that
can be seen in the solar zenith angle sorting (Fig. 12a–d) is that
the ion density peak shape and altitude depends on the SZA for
the major species, but for the heaviest ions (panel (d)), the lower
altitude, lower scale height peak is present across all SZAs consis-
tent with either the long lifetime interpretation or a uniform mag-
netospheric particle impact source. The same behavior of dayside
high density bias for most species is evident in the ram zenith an-
gle-sorted composition data in Fig. 13a–d. The question of whether
the more uniformly distributed heavy ion layer is at least partly a
result of energetic and fairly isotropic incoming magnetospheric
particle sources or purely a consequence of photoion lifetime, or
some combination, requires other analyses that include the mag-
netospheric particle fluxes. Do the corresponding geographic dis-
tributions reveal anything about possible latitude dependence or
dependence on orientation with respect to Saturn (e.g. longitude)?
Figs. 14a–d and 15a–d provide a look, and show that viewed in iso-
lation of other factors, the compositions might suggest hemi-
spheric or longitudinal differences for major ion densities
(Figs. 14a–c or 15a–c), but these are subject to the same sampling
issues described earlier. Nevertheless they are included to rein-
force the different behavior in all respects of the heaviest species
shown (Figs. 14d and 15d).

3.2. Large scale perspective of ionospheric magnetic field
measurements

Important complementary and contextual information is
provided by the ionospheric magnetic field data from the Cassini
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Fig. 6. (a and b) Collected INMS Titan flyby ion density profiles. Black and red points identify the inbound and outbound legs respectively. On several flybys only one leg of ion
data was obtained. The green/cyan points show the corresponding Langmuir Probe electron densities measured on the same flybys. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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magnetometer (Dougherty et al., 2004) sorted in the same ways as
the ions. Here we focus on the total field magnitude and the
fractional radial component, as these both have special relevance
because of their possible control of diamagnetic effects and ion
scale heights, respectively. Fig. 14a–c shows the field magnitude
vs. SZA and corotation ram angle, while Fig. 15a–c shows similar
displays for the radial component normalized by the field magni-
tude. The measurements for most of the INMS and LP passes are
plotted together for altitudes up to 2400 km. The analogous Titan
geographical coordinate plots are shown in Fig. 16a–c for the radial
field contributions Br/Btotal. Examples of possible patterns to look
for in the magnetic field data, consistent with Fig. 1, include
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Fig. 7. (a and b) Magnetic field magnitude profiles for the INMS ion flybys in Fig. 6a and b. Black points identify the inbound leg, red points the outbound leg. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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corotation ram field pile-up and ordered radial contributions in the
geographic polar or corotation wake regions. In particular, if there
was a rotation-axis aligned weak dipolar field of Titan that influ-
enced the ionosphere, it could show up as north–south radial field
patterns in the geographical system or as consistent tail lobes in
the corotation wake.

In striking contrast to the ion and electron density plots from
the INMS and LP, the ionospheric magnetic field magnitudes in
Fig. 16a–c exhibit relatively weak patterns of behavior, agreeing
with what previous authors have found (Wei et al., 2009; Bertucci
et al., 2009; Simon et al., 2010). There is a suggestion that the low-
est magnetic field magnitudes are generally found at the lowest
altitudes sampled, but low fields occasionally occur over the full
altitude range. There is also a suggestion of both subsolar and
sub-corotation ram (small ram zenith angle) enhancements in
the field magnitudes at the higher altitudes, as might be expected
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from plasma ram compression-related external field pileup and/or
field pileup over the dayside ionosphere. This display illustrates
that the expected behaviors are only occasionally seen rather than
being the norm. The most notable ordering of the ionospheric
fields is in the radial component contributions displayed in
Fig. 17a–c. In particular Fig. 17c gives the impression of some orga-
nization related to solar zenith angle, with positive or outward
fields tending to occur on the nightside (large SZAs) and inward ra-
dial components near the subsolar region (small SZAs). One might
expect a penetrated dipole field of Saturn (see Fig. 1) to reveal itself
as latitudinal and hemispheric differences in the radial field
strength and sign, with north polar fields inward and south polar
fields outward. Yet the geographical coordinate system plots of
the radial field fractions in Fig. 18a–c do not show the patterns
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Fig. 9. (a and b) Same as Fig. 8a and b but showing Langmuir Probe (LP) electron density to higher altitudes: (a) altitude vs. SZA and (b) altitude vs. corotation ram zenith
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consistent with this picture. Instead, the most radial fields at the
lowest altitudes are concentrated at midlatitudes. This result
presents yet another challenge to models.
4. Discussion

Interpreting the Titan ionospheric observations clearly requires
more than a simple cartoon for guidance. However, comparisons to
model ionospheres that include the 3D magnetospheric plasma
interaction for every flyby with its specific magnetospheric condi-
tions and SLT location is still a major observational and computa-
tional challenge. In some cases the incident plasma flow is poorly
determined because of spacecraft pointing and instrument field
of view limitations. Moreover, it is known to undergo changes in
velocity, temperature, direction and composition from flyby to fly-
by and even during a single flyby (e.g. Thomsen et al., 2010). In
addition, there is thought to be an element of time integrated
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behavior involved. Previous explanations for the lack of order in
the observed near-Titan magnetic fields include the aforemen-
tioned departures of external flow directions from corotation, or
‘fossil field’ residuals from the occasional passage of Titan into
the magnetosheath or times/regions of varying external fields
(Bertucci et al., 2008; Simon et al., 2010). For example, Ma et al.
(2009) showed that time-dependent external conditions associ-
ated with the magnetopause crossing on flyby T32 could have
resulted in deeply penetrated remnants of the previously estab-
lished ionospheric field orientations. These could have persisted
for up to hours given the collision rates controlling field dissipa-
tion/decay below the exobase (also see Cravens et al., 2010). Titan’s
ionosphere may constantly be integrating the varying external
field, including magnetopause crossings. Alternatively, the neglect
of neutral wind effects on the ionosphere dynamics in the may
compromise the comparisons with the available models (Cravens
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complementing Fig. 11a and b.
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et al., 2010; Ulusen et al., 2010). Finally, the region between
1400 km and 2400 km is expected to be complicated by a broad
boundary layer where much of the main interaction physics takes
place (e.g. see Sittler et al., 2010; Ulusen et al., 2012). This is the re-
gion where effects of the Titan ion pickup process and instabilities
associated with it are expected to be greatest, with uncertain con-
sequences for the magnetic field both locally and below. But this
does not explain the apparent ordering in the observed radial com-
ponents shown in Fig. 17c, or why it disagrees with the general
ideas depicted in Fig. 1. As other studies have concluded (e.g.
Cravens et al., 2010; Ulusen et al., 2010), some important attributes
of the field must be absent in the current model assumptions. Per-
haps the key lies in the reason(s) why the persistent dipolar field of
Saturn does not reveal itself in at least the latitude distribution of
the innermost observed radial field component.

An additional comparison that is useful in this context is be-
tween the thermal and magnetic pressures in Titan’s ionosphere.
Figs. 19a, b, 20a, and b show these comparisons in the solar and
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corotation ram zenith angle display formats used above. For the
thermal pressures the LP measurements have been used for the to-
tal density and electron temperature, with ion temperatures based
on an empirical result from Crary et al. (2009) obtained by com-
bined analysis of INMS and CAPS observations. The thermal pres-
sures in Fig. 19a clearly dominate the dayside ionosphere and are
still most significant at night. The corresponding magnetic pres-
sures in Fig. 20a, obtained from the magnetometer measurements
of field magnitude, generally become dominant above �1400 km
with the exception of one nearly subsolar pass that detected an
exceptionally large magnetic field pressure at 1200–1400 km. This
comparison of the thermal and magnetic pressures indicates the
plasma thermal pressure holds the greatest influence over the
behavior of the dayside ionosphere at <1400 km altitudes. The ion-
osphere appears to shield out the external field in spite of constant
exposure to it. The variability of the external magnetospheric field
may be one reason why this shielding effect is maintained. Yet, it is
still puzzling why an average field of Saturn at 20Rs does not reveal
itself more clearly at least at the lowest altitudes sampled given
Titan’s long term exposure to it. The ionosphere’s ongoing produc-
tion and convection of the field within it may play some role in this
regard. One caveat is that the ion temperature formula used to
derive the thermal pressure is based mainly on dayside observa-
tions, but was used globally for the purposes of this comparison
– thus likely leading to overestimated nightside thermal pressures.
In Fig. 20b there is a hint of overall higher field pressures on the
sub-corotation ram hemisphere (smaller ram zenith angles) as
might be expected for incident flow generated field pileup, while
the corresponding thermal pressures in Fig. 19b show a mix of both
low and high contributions there. These pressure contrasts,
together with the lack of patterns in the radial contributions of
the low altitude fields described above, constitute key findings that
require further investigation. While the Cassini orbiter will not be
able to probe the altitudes below the closest approach distances in
the presently available data set, the possibilities for carrying out
numerical experiments that connect various inner boundary
assumptions with the observed altitude range are steadily improv-
ing. These models should at least be able to constrain the
possibilities.

5. Concluding remarks

The conclusion of the present study of the collected INMS ion
densities from the noon SLT sector of Saturn’s magnetosphere,
together with complementary Langmuir Probe and magnetometer
data, is that the Sun controls Titan’s main ionosphere below
1400 km. Any influence of the magnetospheric plasma interaction,
with its variable magnetic field and particle populations, is second-
ary in the dayside observations obtained from Cassini’s arrival in
2004 into 2009. The origin(s) of the weaker nightside source(s),
e.g. whether transterminator ion transport or magnetospheric par-
ticle impact ionization is most important, are not resolvable by the
present analysis which only shows a nightside layer consistent
with a rather uniform distribution in SZA. The thermal pressure
of the ionospheric plasma strongly dominates the dayside, consis-
tent with the idea that the magnetic field is a passive player at
these altitudes. To find magnetospheric effects, one has to either
study the higher altitudes and/or perform a more detailed analysis
of the dependence of the nightside ionosphere on the prevailing lo-
cal magnetospheric particle fluxes. It is notable that the Cassini
mission through 2009 has occurred during one of the deepest solar
minima witnessed in modern times, with the lowest average solar
EUV fluxes in the space age. Thus one would expect that under
more typical solar conditions the solar control of the ionosphere
would be even stronger. Of course the magnetosphere, including
the magnetopause position, will also change with solar activity.
The recent solar minimum was also distinguished by exceptionally
low solar wind mass fluxes (McComas et al., 2008) that may have
allowed Titan to remain inside Saturn’s dayside magnetosphere
more of the time than in the previous solar cycles. Such conditions
might be expected to have produced a particularly organized plas-
ma interaction picture (e.g. as in Fig. 1) compared to times with
stronger solar wind and solar wind disturbances when the subsolar
magnetopause crosses 20Rs more often (e.g. Lee et al., 2011).

Titan has been orbiting Saturn since its early stages of forma-
tion. Although it has likely been exposed to constantly variable lo-
cal field conditions, the nearly southward dipolar field of Saturn
has probably existed much of that time. If the interior of Titan
has some suitably conductive composition, the dipole field at
20Rs should have diffused into it so that it would take hundreds
to thousands of years to decay if Titan were removed from the
magnetosphere. The field would thus appear as an internal field
of Titan with its axis oriented along the Southward direction,
imposing that effectively constant inner boundary condition on
the Titan plasma interaction. Wei et al. (2009) investigated (their
Fig. 2) the statistical behavior of the magnetic field in Saturn’s
magnetosphere along Titan’s orbit as a function of SLT during Cas-
sini’s mission. Although there are significant variations about the
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Fig. 16. (a and b) Magnetic field magnitude plots showing the ionospheric field strength dependence on (a) SZA and (b) corotation ram ZA. The color key is shown in (c).
Group 1 refers to the Saturn noon quadrant (Fig. 5). This and subsequent field plots include measurements during both INMS and LP passes used in the earlier density plots.
(c) Magnetic field magnitudes corresponding to those in (a and b), showing SZA and ram zenith angle dependences. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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trends, the near-noon magnetospheric fields are on average nearly
Southward, as was observed during Voyager’s Titan flyby. The
average fields (Brsat, Btsat, Bpsat) in Saturn centered spherical
coordinates in the four SLT quadrants of Fig. 5 are 03–09 h (�4.3,
2.3, 2.4); 09–15 h (�1.3, 3.5, 0.3); 15–21 h (�2.1, 2.4, �0.1) (from
only three points); 21–03 h (�3.5, 1.7, 1.3). Thus one would expect
the noon quadrant (09–15 h) to be compatible with Fig. 1.
However, although the majority of INMS ion flybys (see Fig. 5)
and all of the LP flybys analyzed here are in the noon quadrant, nei-
ther data set has corresponding ionospheric magnetic fields that
show the distinctive patterns consistent with Fig. 1. If the south-
ward field geometry in Fig. 1 prevails on the average in this quad-
rant, one should at least see the radial (with respect to Titan) field
components entering Titan’s north geographic polar region (small
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Fig. 17. (a and b) Plots showing the radial field contributions Br/Btot in displays like those in Fig. 16a and b for the field magnitude: (a) altitude vs. SZA and (b) altitude vs. ram
ZA. The color key is in (c). (c) Radial field contributions for the flybys in (a and b), showing SZA and ram angle dependences together. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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colatitudes) and exiting its south polar region (large colatitudes),
with smaller radial fields at mid-low latitudes. But the observa-
tions instead show a mixture of radial contributions vs. colatitudes
(Fig. 18a and c).

The observed radial fields in the ionosphere of Titan described
in this paper are also difficult to reconcile with a simple internal
induction picture (e.g. Wei et al., 2010a, 2010b). The relative sim-
plicity of the solar-controlled ionospheric density profiles suggests
that the answer lies in the inner boundary conditions on the mag-
netic field at Titan, or in unmodeled ionospheric currents, rather
than the ionospheric properties and sources. Several future
numerical experiments would be useful in this regard. The mis-
sion-averaged field in Titan’s orbit from the analysis of Wei et al.
(2009) is (Brsat, Btsat, Bpsat) = (�2.3, 2.9, 0.9). The signifi-
cant + Ytiis component implied by this average is a result of the
bowl-shaped magnetodisk found by the magnetometer (Arridge
et al., 2008). If the penetrated field in Fig. 1 has a significant + Ytiis
direction, one might try to model the Titan interaction at noon by
imposing an external field more nearly in the + Ytiis direction. It
may also be informative to try a field that at Titan’s surface is
the Saturn dipole field, but externally has the magnetospheric large
Ytiis component. We note that the bowl shape of the magnetodisk
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Fig. 18. (a and b) Radial magnetic field contribution plots corresponding to those in Fig. 17a and b, but showing its dependence on Titan colatitude and longitude. The color
code is shown in Fig. 17c. (c) Colatitude vs. longitude complement to (a and b). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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has flipped over during the recent extended mission, reversing the
average + Ytiis component of Titan’s external field. Thus the new
Titan flyby measurements can be used to see if the radial field in
Titan’s lower ionosphere has reversed its polarity pattern. Addi-
tional numerical experiments could be carried out with the models
to investigate the potential effects of significant neutral winds at
Titan generating drag forces on the ions and producing associated
ionospheric current alterations (e.g. Cravens et al., 2010; Cui et al.,
2010; Ulusen et al., 2010). Determining the most correct inner
boundary conditions, and their implications, needs to be a key
aspect of such efforts given their impacts on model validity and va-
lue to data interpretation.

While increasing the statistics of ionospheric sampling during
Cassini’s extended mission will further constrain the observed
patterns of behavior, a Titan orbiter is ultimately necessary to ob-
tain a fuller picture of the energy inputs to the atmosphere and
ionosphere and their consequences. In the meantime, other in-
sights can be gained such as the effects of the increasing solar
activity and associated EUV fluxes on Titan’s environment and
ionosphere.
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Fig. 19. (a and b) Ionospheric thermal pressure Pth calculated from the LP measured densities and electron temperatures, together with an ion temperature model derived by
Crary et al., 2009 from INMS and CAPS data. The Log pressure (nP) scale is as follows: black: <�2.5, violet: �2.5 to �2.0, blue: �2.0 to �1.5, cyan: �1.5 to �1.0, green: �1.0 to
�0.5, red: >�0.5. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 20. (a and b) Magnetic field pressure in the ionosphere calculated from the magnetometer measurements of the total field. The pressure scale is the same as in Fig. 19a
and b.
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